
 

 

 

 

 

August 1, 2022 

 

For over twenty years New Generation Devices (NGD) has been at the forefront of 
veterinary technology, and today we’re delighted to announce that we are joining the 
Movora Group, a leading global provider of veterinary solutions and products. 

What does this mean for you? By joining we will add to the expanded and 
experienced Movora team already in place that is dedicated to serving the needs of 
growth-oriented veterinary hospitals like yours. However on a on a day-to-day basis it’s 
business as usual with our product and support procedures remaining unchanged, only 
now we have new and even greater resources and capabilities to continue delivering 
faster solutions for you and veterinary surgeons around the world. 

What does this mean for us? The entire NGD team is now a part of the Movora family. 
Our head office remains in Naples, Florida and we will continue to lead this dedicated 
and talented team which is firmly committed to the practice of “one medicine.”  

Our story continues. When Alex and I launched NGD in 2001 our mission was to 
change animal welfare one device at a time by developing and delivering the best in 
veterinary technology. We also like to think that along the way we helped solve some 
other challenges by assisting veterinary surgeons find the right balance between what's 
best for their patients and their business, Movora shares this mission and approach. 
Joining forces with a company as passionate about animal welfare as we are will take 
us into the next chapter in our story.  

Thank you! I want to thank you for putting your trust in us throughout our journey. For 
NGD, it will always be about the customer and we come to work every day for you. 
Everyone on the team is dedicated to making animal welfare better and easier for you 
and this commitment is stronger than ever during this exciting time. 

 

Regards, 

 

Michael Khowaylo 


